Abstract: A stochastic model of traffic excitation on bridges is developed assuming that the arrival of vehicles traversing a bridge ͑modeled as an elastic beam͒ follows a Poisson process, and that the contact force of a vehicle on the bridge deck can be converted to equivalent dynamic loads at the nodes of the beam elements. The parameters in this model, such as the Poisson arrival rate and the stochastic distribution of vehicle speeds, are obtained by image processing of traffic video data. The model reveals that traffic excitations on bridges are spatially correlated. This important characteristic is usually incorrectly ignored in most output-only methods for the identification of bridge structural properties using traffic-induced vibration measurement data. In this study, the stochastic traffic excitation model with partial traffic information is incorporated in a Bayesian framework, to evaluate the structural properties and update their uncertainty for condition assessment of the bridge superstructure. The vehicle weights are also estimated simultaneously in this procedure. The proposed structural assessment methodology is validated on an instrumented highway bridge.
Introduction
Many authors have shown that it is desirable to instrument a highway bridge and measure its vibration response to traffic excitation for the purpose of long-term structural health monitoring ͑SHM͒. This approach has several practical advantages over other bridge structural condition assessment methods: ͑a͒ it does not interrupt traffic; ͑b͒ it captures the in situ dynamic behavior of the bridge undergoing its normal service; ͑c͒ it can be performed continuously, scheduled periodically, or triggered automatically; and ͑d͒ it requires no special experimental arrangements or heavy shaker/hammers. However, during such measurements, the excitation loads are neither controllable nor ͑easily͒ measurable. Thus, to extract the structural properties of the bridge from the vibration data, system identification is performed based only on the measured time histories of bridge responses ͑system output͒ without knowledge or measurements of traffic excitations ͑system input͒. To facilitate such output-only identification of structural properties, models or assumptions on the stochastic characteristics of the input must be established a priori; otherwise, there can be various combinations of bridge structural properties and excitation loads that might have resulted in the same measured vibration response.
Several output-only identification techniques have been developed. These include the natural excitation technique ͑Caicedo et al. James et al. 1996; Shen et al. 2003͒ , the frequency domain decomposition ͑Brincker et al. Feng et al. 2004͒ , the subspace decomposition ͑Peeters et al. 2001͒, the random decrement technique ͑Asmussen and Brincker 1996; Feng and Kim 1998͒, and various types of autoregressive-moving-average model fitting techniques ͑Garibaldi et al. 1998; Huang 2001; Jensen et al. 1992͒ . A common assumption in these output-only techniques is that the white noise input model ͑referred hereafter as the conventional excitation model͒ is spatially uncorrelated. In mathematical terms, the conventional model assumes an input covariance matrix in the form of cov͓F͑t͒ , F͑t + ⌬t͔͒ = ␦͑⌬t͒ · ⌺, where ⌺ is a constant matrix and the Dirac's delta function ␦͑⌬t͒ is nonzero only when ⌬t = 0. Note that, at time t, the input vector F͑t͒ is a multivariate random process with its ith component F i ͑t͒ being the random input at the ith spatial location ͓or the degree of freedom ͑DOF͔͒. This excitation model, while mathematically simple to implement, is inadequate to account for the operational variations of an excitation on a bridge and incorrectly ignores the correlation between excitation processes at different spatial points. In other words, the conventional model fails to address an intrinsic characteristic of traffic excitations: cov͓F i ͑t͒ , F j ͑t + ⌬t͔͒ 0, for i j and ⌬t 0. These characteristics of traffic excitations were revealed using a moving-force-beam model by Chen et al. ͑2006͒ , where it was suggested that proper formulations and treatments are necessary to incorporate these characteristics in output-only identification algorithms.
In this study, the stochastic traffic excitation model by Chen et al. ͑2006͒ is extended to accommodate more sources of randomness, namely the operational variations of the vehicle speeds and weights. This is achieved by applying Campbell's theorem to filtered Poisson processes of more general forms, that are driven by the same underlining Poisson process, allowing the dependence of the stochastic behavior of the traffic excitation on its model parameters to be examined. An innovative cost-effective approach is proposed to obtain partial traffic information by applying simple image processing methods to extract vehicle arrival times and speeds from traffic video. Parameters of the traffic excitation model are then obtained by statistical inferences.
Given a stochastic model of excitation, stochastic properties of the structural responses for a preliminary structural model can be predicted. When response measurements from field data are available and compared to the predicted behavior, the structural model can be updated in a Bayesian framework ͑Yuen et al. 2002͒ . From a Bayesian viewpoint, SHM is a procedure of collecting and interpreting information to gradually diminish the parameter uncertainty of a probabilistic model of a structure. The proposed traffic video approach and the development of the traffic excitation model provide a means to collect and describe traffic excitation information. Incorporating this information in a Bayesian model updating framework reduces the uncertainty involved in the structural parameter identification. The updated structural model is then used to assess the superstructure condition of a bridge. In this research, the proposed SHM approach of integrating traffic and vibration data are validated on a monitored in-service highway bridge.
Formulation
When a vehicle traverses a short-to medium-span highway bridge, which is usually rather rigid with, for example, concrete box-girders, the bridge-vehicle system can be sufficiently decoupled to a beam moving-force model ͑Cebon 1999; Pan and Li 2002; Pesterev et al. 2003b Pesterev et al. , 2004 Schenk and Bergman 2003; Yang et al. 2000͒, i .e., the bridge ͑modeled as an elastic beam͒ is subjected to a sequence of time-variant tire forces P n ͑t͒ moving across it. In this paper, P n ͑t͒ is taken as constant for each of the passing vehicles, accounting for the static tire force or the weight of the vehicle. In general, dynamic vehicle-bridge interactions are most pronounced for heavy trucks and on rough surfaces ͑Schenk and Bergman 2003; Yang et al. 2000͒ . Since the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how video image data can be integrated to improve output-only structural identification techniques, these dynamic interactions are thus neglected to simplify the computations. Further work to include the dynamic interactions and road roughness is underway and is the subject of another paper. As shown in the paper by Pesterev et al. ͑2003a͒ , the moving force model is sufficient to describe the dynamics of a beam as a function of a ratio of vehicle speed to bridge frequency. The traffic excitation model derived in this study thus represents a first-order approximate model without dynamic vehicle-bridge interactions.
The model is schematically shown in Fig. 1 , with a governing equation of motion given by
where m , c, Ē , and Ī=mass per unit length, the damping coefficient, Young's modulus, and the moment of inertial of the bridge girder cross section, respectively; v n = speed of the nth vehicle; and y b ͑x , t͒ = vertical deflection ͑with respect to the equilibrium position͒ of the bridge at spatial coordinate x at time t. Vehicle arrivals are assumed to follow a Poisson process with the mean rate ␥ ͑Shinozuka and Kobori 1972; Turner and Pretlove 1988͒. In Eq. ͑1͒, N v ͑t͒ is the number of vehicle arrivals during time interval ͑0,t͔ and 1 , 2 , . . . , n , . . . , N v ͑t͒ is a sequence of arrival times. ͓P n , n =1 to N v ͑t͔͒ are independent random variables identically distributed as a random variable P, independent of the Poisson process, with second-order statistic S P = E͑P 2 ͒. ͓v n , n =1 to N v ͑t͔͒ are independent random variables identically distributed as a random variable v, normally distributed with mean v and standard deviation v , independent of ͕P n ͖ and the Poisson process. Note that in this formulation, each vehicle has its own weight and speed, thus allowing this model to account for the stochastic distributions of these traffic properties in the excitation model.
Eq. ͑1͒ defines a filtered Poisson process F x ͑t͒. A typical example of a filtered Poisson process is the shot-noise process. When random impulses, modeled by a Poisson process, are fed into the input end of a circuit, each impulse will stimulate an impulsive response in the circuit with amplitude proportional to the intensity of the impulse. Each impulsive response is then superimposed with the previous ones if they have not been fully damped out. The overall time response of the circuit output to such a sequence of impulses is a shot-noise process. We refer the readers to Parzen ͑1962͒ for a formal definition, terminology, and description of the properties of a filtered Poisson process. In Appendix I of this paper, we extend Campbell's theorem to account for the multiple sources of randomness so that the statistical characteristics of F x ͑t͒ can be calculated.
For computing the bridge response to moving vehicles, Pan and Li ͑2002͒ proposed the dynamic nodal loading ͑DNL͒ method. In the DNL method, the time-variant moving force is converted into load histories at each of the nodes in a finiteelement ͑FE͒ model based on the equivalent nodal forces ͑ENFs͒ concept. It lets the bridge girders be modeled by beam elements with two DOFs at each node, namely, the vertical displacement y i and the in-plane rotation i at node i. It has been established that a vertical force P applied within a beam element is equivalent to the combined action of a pair of nodal shears ͕F i Q , F i+1 Q ͖ and a pair of nodal moments ͕F i M , F i+1 M ͖ ͑the ENFs͒ acting at the nodes ͑Hibbeler 2002͒. When the force moves across the beam elements, the ENFs are functions of the position of the moving force. If the moving force P is a unit and its speed v is a constant, the equivalent nodal shear F i Q and moment F i M at node i as function of time t are
where ᐉ i and ᐉ i−1 represent the lengths of the elements on the right and left of node i, respectively, and x i = coordinate of node i. Note that in a FE approach, the moving force is not "felt" by a node ͑in terms of ENFs͒ when it is outside the adjacent elements; its effects are passed to other nodes by continuity and compatibility conditions. Thus, for convenience, denote
͑with the superscripts Q and M corresponding to shear and moment, respectively͒, and hereafter refer them as "unit ENF functions" at node i for a unit moving force.
By establishing such a FE model of the bridge girder and converting the moving force into the ENFs on all the nodes, Eq. ͑1͒ is discretized by a FE method and the moving force problem is converted to a time-history analysis problem with a random excitation history at each DOF, e.g., the excitation forces at node i are now
Eqs. ͑4͒ and ͑5͒ indicate that F i Q ͑t͒ and F i M ͑t͒ are both filtered Poisson processes in which the vehicle weight P and speed v are both characteristic variables independent of the driving Poisson process. This is slightly different than the classical definition of a filtered Poisson process, where there is only one independent characteristic variable. As shown in Appendix I, multiple characteristic variables can be accommodated in the extended Campbell's theorem, as long as their joint distributions are given.
Traffic Excitation Covariance Model
Consider two ENFs, either of the two types at the same node: 
where f v ͑v͒ = probability density function of vehicle speed v
and ␥, S P , v , and v are traffic parameters previously defined. Eq. ͑6͒ is a stochastic model of traffic excitation on a bridge. This model comprises the geometric information of a FE model of a bridge ͑which is deterministic for a specific problem͒ and the stochastic characteristics of traffic. The model parameters are namely, ͑a͒ the mean rate of vehicle arrivals ␥; ͑b͒ the secondorder statistic of vehicle weights S P = E͑P 2 ͒; and ͑c͒ the statistics of vehicle speeds v and v . As will be shown later, parameters ␥, v , and v are obtainable from the traffic video. S P is considered as time variant S P = A 2 ͑t͒, to account for the variation of traffic conditions. Thus, even if the underlining Poisson process of vehicle arrivals and the vehicle speed distribution are stationary, the traffic excitation processes could still be nonstationary.
Eq. ͑6͒ can be evaluated numerically by double quadrature, given the geometry and the parameters. This is shown by an example to reveal some important characteristics of traffic excitations. Consider a segment of a bridge deck modeled as beam elements with various lengths, as depicted in due only to the unequal element lengths; otherwise, the processes are both temporally stationary and spatially homogeneous since S P is assumed as constant in this case.
Figs The larger v is, the shorter is the wavelength of the impulse, and the longer element length leads to longer wavelength; • A similar shape of covariance propagates along the spatial axis, with time delays proportional to the distance between two nodes. Since the covariances are nonzero functions between any pair of nodes, the exciting force processes are thus spatially correlated; and • Comparing Fig This implies that the excitation processes at various spatial nodes are not correlated, to which the conventional excitation model applies. This extreme case takes place when a bridge carries a two-way traffic and traffic on both directions is exactly symmetric; and 2. v = ϱ: one can similarly conjecture that the peaks of the impulses lie along the line of s − t = 0. This implies that the excitation processes at all the spatial nodes are perfectly correlated without time delay. From these observations, it is concluded that ͑a͒ traffic excitation process at a spatial point can be assumed to be temporally white due to the temporal impulselike covariance functions, which is asymptotically correct as the average vehicle speed increases or the element length is shortened, and ͑b͒ the spatial correlation is an intrinsic characteristic of traffic excitation, with the only exception when the bridge carries a symmetric two-way traffic ͑ v = 0 case͒. Our findings are not surprising since the same train of vehicles traverse different nodes on the beam such that the excitation load that one node experiences will essentially be a delayed process of the excitation experienced by a preceding node.
Video-Based Traffic Monitoring and Processing
The above discussion suggests that, to characterize the traffic excitation, traffic information, such as the arrival times and speeds of vehicles, is crucial and should be somehow measured or determined. A novel approach is proposed to demonstrate how these parameters can be obtained from a traffic flow. Camcorders are set up to monitor and record traffic in real time, allowing vehicle arrival times and speeds to be extracted from digital video images using image processing techniques. Fig. 7 shows a sample of captured video images of a vehicle ͑a pickup truck͒. For each vehicle, two frames are selected that show the instants when the vehicle first enters and eventually exits the coverage zone of the camcorder. From these two frames, the instantaneous positions of the vehicle and the time stamps of the frames are read. The speed of the vehicle is then deduced assuming that the speed remains approximately constant during this interval ͑which is generally valid for most normal traffic conditions͒. This vehicle characterization procedure can be automated by image processing based on a moving object identification technique. In one field test, a 6-min traffic monitoring on a bridge was performed, with a total of 128 vehicles passing the location. For brevity, Table 1 tabulates the information of the first ten vehicles extracted from the video images.
One can employ statistical inference to obtain parameters ␥, v , and v of the traffic excitation model based on such data extracted from the traffic video. The parameter ␥ is obtained by fitting an exponential distribution to the interarrival time between two successive vehicle arrivals. It is found that ␥ = 2.34 per second ͑maximum likelihood estimation͒ for this field test. Fig. 8͑a͒ shows the fitness of the distribution function to the histogram of the interarrivals. Mean and standard deviation of vehicle speeds are also easily obtained from data in Table 1 , v = 21.45 m / s and v = 3.26 m / s. It is found that its distribution is approximately normal as shown in Fig. 8͑b͒ . The statistic of the vehicle weight S P is difficult to estimate from the traffic video and it is fluctuating due to time variations of traffic conditions. Therefore, it is modeled as a modulating intensity S P = A 2 ͑t͒ and will be identified from the bridge response amplitude.
Structural Condition Assessment
To assess the structural condition of a bridge, the vertical vibration of its superstructure is measured simultaneously by accelerometers while the traffic video is taken. Element stiffness is identified from the vibration data in a Bayesian framework.
Structure Model Parameterization
Represent potential stiffness changes by "stiffness correction coefficients" ␤ i 
͑9͒

Bayesian Updating
In Yuen et al. ͑2002͒, a structural model identification method was suggested in a Bayesian framework, when a stochastic description of the nonstationary excitation is given. In the foregoing sections, such a description of the traffic excitation on bridges has been fully developed. Therefore, the Bayesian estimation can be employed to identify . The Bayesian method is briefly described here; for details of the method, we refer the readers to the paper by Yuen et al. ͑2002͒ .
The idea of Bayesian updating is intrinsic, given an initial , the stochastic properties of the responses are first predicted when the structure is subjected to a stochastic excitation. Measurements of the real response are then compared to the predicted behavior; a good match ͑in probability terminology, the occurrence of such response is more probable͒ will increase the likelihood of being the actual structural property, and vice versa. By Bayesian theorem, the updated probability distribution of given a measured response 
͑11͒
Measurement y k at instant k⌬T itself is a N o ϫ 1 vector if N o sensors are deployed. p͑͒ is the a priori probability density function ͑PDF͒ of , which can be assumed uniformly distributed due to lack of knowledge, particularly when the updating procedure is first initiated. Conditional PDF p͑Y 1,N ͉ ͒ is the probability density for response Y 1,N to occur if the structure has a stiffness represented by parameter . If the excitation is Gaussian, the response will be Gaussian and the distribution is fully described by its mean ͑assuming zero mean͒ and covariance matrix
where each submatrix ⌫ m,p ϵ E͓y m y p T ͔ is a N o ϫ N o covariance matrix between observations at m⌬T and p⌬T. Given a bridge parameterized by a certain vector and subjected to traffic excitation with a covariance matrix ⌺ 1:N,1:N F whose elements are given above by Eq. ͑6͒, its structural response covariance ⌺ 1:N,1:N Y can be obtained in a closed form ͑this will be elaborated later͒. By definition of Gaussian distribution, p͑Y 1,N ͉ ͒ on the right hand side of Eq. ͑10͒ can be evaluated
͑13͒
For more efficient computations, an approximation suggested in Yuen et al. ͑2002͒ is adopted ͑for completeness, this is summarized in Appendix II͒. Basically, substituting Eq. ͑13͒ into Eq. ͑10͒ results in an updated distribution of . Bayesian probability updating as in Eq. ͑10͒ can be recursively applied when new data are available from the monitoring system. Given a uniformly distributed initial a priori p͑͒, Eq. ͑10͒ is employed to obtain the a posteriori p͑ ͉ Y 1,N ͒, using data Y 1,N . Similarly, when a new set of data is available, e.g., Y N+1,2N+1 , p͑ ͉ Y 1,N ͒ is adopted as the a priori and Eq. ͑10͒ is repeated to update the a posteriori p͑ ͉ Y 1,2N+1 ͒ and so forth. The probability density of is improved through this updating procedure. Parameter , which represents the element stiffness, can then be used to assess the structural conditions. This methodology will be verified on an instrumented highway bridge in the next section.
We note two technical problems involved in this updating procedure and the solutions devised in this study. First, the response covariance matrix , and obviously by Eq. ͑13͒ or Eq. ͑35͒, leading to an unoperational updating algorithm. To circumvent this problem, principal component analysis is adopted to condense the responses into a few linearly uncorrelated principle components. Thus, ⌺ 1:N,1:N Y contains only the covariance of these principal components. The second problem is associated with PDF updating. Eq. ͑13͒ gives the joint PDFs evaluated at the observed data instead of the probability of their occurrence. To evaluate the probability, integration of the PDF over a highdimensional vicinity of the data point must be conducted. When more data are available, N takes a larger number in Eq. ͑10͒ and the joint PDF p͑Y 1,N ͉ ͒ is in a higher dimensional field, rendering it incompatible to, say, p͑Y 1,N−1 ͉ ͒. To avoid this difficulty, the conditional probability density is normalized pЈ͑Y 1,N ͉ ͒ = ͱ n p͑Y 1,N ͉ ͒ to ensure that the same scale is used for different N's.
Estimation of Response Covariance Matrix
An efficient estimation of the response covariance matrix in Eq. ͑12͒ is described as follows. When the Poisson vehicle arrival is stationary and the speed distribution is time invariant, the traffic excitation from Eq. ͑6͒ is a uniformly modulated random process
This nonstationary process is separable into a time-variant modulating function A 2 ͑t͒ = S P ͑t͒ and a stationary process with a covariance function ⌺ F ͑t − s͒. In the frequency domain, the stationary process has a spectrum density S s F ͑͒ S s
The response covariance of a linear time-invariant system to such a uniformly modulated excitation is ͑Lutes and Sarkani 2004͒
where
with ⌳͑t͒ = impulse response function of the system and superscript H = Hermitian. To simplify the calculations, we assume that the modulation function A͑t͒ varies much slower than ⌳͑t͒. This is a reasonable assumption since it usually takes a vehicle several seconds to traverse a bridge, much longer than the fundamental period of the bridge ͑usually 0.1-0.5 s͒. In view of this assumption
where H͑͒ = frequency response function of the system. Eq. ͑16͒ is now simplified as
͑19͒
Note also that in discrete time
The integration in Eq. ͑19͒ with respect to is indeed the inverse Fourier transform, which, independent of the modulation function, can be performed separately. This technique thus suggests a frequency domain method to estimate response covariance, which dramatically expedites the computation. In this study, to reduce the number of unknowns, the modulation function is assumed to be piecewise constant, A͑k͒ = A i for m i ഛ k Ͻ p i .
Validation on an Instrumented Bridge
The aforementioned bridge structural condition assessment procedure based on the vibration and traffic monitoring was validated on an instrumented one-way bridge, Jamboree Road Overcrossing ͑JRO͒ in Irvine, California. JRO is a three-span continuous castin-place posttensioned box-girder bridge. The total length of the bridge is 110.9 m with each span length of 35.5, 46.1, and 30.3 m. The bridge is straight and supported on two monolithic single columns and sliding bearings on both abutments. There are offsets from the centers of the columns to the central line of the superstructure. The bridge is instrumented with a system of 15 accelerometers and a displacement sensor, as shown in Fig. 9͑a͒ . Fig. 9͑b͒ shows the arrangement of vertical displacement sensors on this bridge and a FE model. The monitoring system is capable of continuously measuring the traffic excited vibration of the bridge. The columns and the girder are modeled by beam-column elements. The girder is simply supported at both ends on the abutments. Columns are fixed on the ground. The connections between the column top and the girder are considered rigid. Each node on the girder has three DOFs, namely, vertical translation along Z axis, in-plane bending ͑rotation about y axis͒, and torsion ͑rotation about x axis͒. The nodes on the columns are allowed four DOFs, namely, horizontal translations ͑along X and Y axes͒, in-plane bending ͑rotation about y axis͒ and out-of-plane bending ͑rotation about x axis͒. Measured data from the five vertical accelerometers, Channels 4, 6, 13, 14, and 15, as shown in Fig. 9͑b͒ , are monitored in this study since traffic-induced vibration is primarily vertical ͑Chen et al. 2006͒ .
For the purpose of superstructure condition assessment, only Ē Ī of the elements of the girder is parameterized with a correction coefficient ␤ for identification and probability updating. The superstructure has a uniform cross section box-girder in all the three spans; a single ␤ is applied to all the girder elements. It should be noted that the Bayesian updating procedure presented here is not limited to identify only one parameter. One can parameterize different ␤'s for different elements if the location of structural damage/degradation is also of interest, requiring no fundamental changes in the algorithm except more extensive computations. Following Deodatis et al. ͑1992͒ and Ito et al. ͑1992͒ , only the probabilities associated with a discrete set of parameters are updated. In this study, the range of ␤ is selected from 0.7 to 1.2, and the grid increment is 0.05.
The computation procedure is summarized as follows:
Step 1. Given the geometry of the FE model and the traffic parameters, compute the traffic excitation covariance matrix ⌺ F ͑t͒ by Eq. ͑6͒. The traffic parameters ␥, v , and v are obtained based on traffic monitoring and video processing, as previously described. The vehicle weight statistic S P = E͑P 2 ͒ is set to 1 and its true value is to be identified in the next steps. As an example, Fig. 10 plots a few elements in the resulting ⌺ F ͑t͒. Note that the variable s is arbitrary in Fig. 10 .
Step 2. Given the a priori probability associated with the parameters in the grid, ͑before the first updating, the a priori is set uniform, i.e., 1/11 for all the 11 parameters in the grid͒, find the , and assemble the system mass, damping, and stiffness matrices. Parameterize ͓M , C , K͔ of the FE model by ␤ ml and compute the frequency response H͑͒ of the system based on ␤ ml . Next calculate the response covariance matrix by Eq. ͑19͒, with A͑t͒ = A͑s͒ = 1, and denote the result as ⌺ 1 Y ͑t − s͒. Fig. 11 depicts an element in ⌺ 1 Y ͑t − s͒. Since the JRO bridge has a fundamental period of about 0.37 s, from Appendix II, N P ⌬T = 0.5 s is taken with a sampling interval ⌬T = 0.01 s.
Step 3. The entire 6 min acceleration response data measured simultaneously with the traffic video are divided into 120 threesecond-long segments; N = 300 in each of the segments. Load the first segment of data and compute the covariance matrix of the measured data, denoted as experimental ⌺ ex Y ͑t − s͒, an element of which is depicted in Fig. 12 . If vehicle statistic S P ͑s͒ is assumed constant in this 3 s segment, then
where = error residue. A least-square routine is adopted to estimate S P ͑s͒ from Eq. ͑21͒. Hence, the vehicle weight P͑s͒ is simply the square root of S P ͑s͒.
Step 4. Similarly, by Eq. ͑19͒, for each of the ␤ in the parameter grid, calculate the conditional response covariance: ⌺ Y ͑t , s ͉ ␤͒ with now A͑t͒A͑s͒ = S P ͑s͒. Furthermore, calculate the conditional probability density p͑Y 1,N ͉ ␤͒ by Eq. ͑34͒ through the approximation in Eqs. ͑35͒ and ͑38͒.
Step 5. Combine the results in Step 4 with the a priori parameter probability and normalize them to obtain the a posteriori by Eq. ͑10͒.
Recall that the dynamic vehicle-bridge interaction is not considered in the formulation of the stochastic model of traffic excitations. This interaction may be significant when heavy cargo trucks pass over a bridge and can lead to unreliable identification results. With the ability to simultaneously estimate vehicle weights, vibration data due to heavy vehicles can be excluded from the updating procedure by setting an upper limit on the vehicle weight. In this study, the limit is set at 80 kN, which is estimated based on the specification of a fully loaded large pick up with a fully loaded trailer ͑e.g., see data at http:// www.automotive.com/2005/12/chevrolet/silverado/ specifications/͒. Vehicles heavier than that are mostly heavy cargo trucks with a different suspension device that have low fundamental frequencies and may interact considerably with the bridge. Now apply the updating procedure recursively. In the next phase of updating, first set the a priori equal to the a posteriori obtained in Step 5 in the previous update. Then, load the next segment of the measured data and repeat Steps 2-5. During this updating procedure, the parameter probability distribution evolves from the uniform distribution to a distribution with the most probable parameter having the most dominating probability.
To visualize the results of this Bayesian updating procedure, Figs. 13͑a and b͒ graph the evolution of the probability distribution over the entire 6 min period and the simultaneously identified vehicle weight history, respectively, along with Fig. 13͑c͒ of the accelerometer reading at Channel 4. The identified vehicle weight is consistent with the vibration amplitude. We also note that it is consistent with the traffic flow captured in the video as well. The probability of the girder stiffness is also updated as time progresses. Note, for example, that data between 5 and 15 s have small amplitude-to-noise ratio, and therefore do not provide much useful information to improve the girder stiffness distribution during that period of time. Note also that at an instant slightly later than 20 s, when a vehicle traverses the bridge causing vibration with a large amplitude, the probability of a lower stiffness ␤ = 0.85 surges, signaling the nonlinear behavior of the bridge structure. Overall, the probability distribution of girder stiffness is gradually improved. Fig. 14 graphs the resulting distribution of ␤ at several selected instants to reveal the effects of Bayesian updating. It is illustrated that in this updating procedure, using the information obtained by vibration sensors and from the traffic video, the girder sectional stiffness is pinpointed to 95% of the Ē Ī value calculated from design drawings, with a probability of 92.2%. This result indicates that the superstructure of the JRO bridge possesses a stiffness value close to its design value and is therefore rated as normal.
Conclusions
A stochastic model of traffic excitation on bridges is developed assuming that the arrival of vehicles traversing a bridge follows a Poisson process and that the contact force of the vehicle on the bridge can be converted to equivalent dynamic loads at the nodes of the beam elements. Random vehicle arrivals, speeds, and weights are considered. The traffic excitation process is formulated as a filtered Poisson process with multiple sources of randomness. Campbell's theorem is applied to this type of random processes. The covariance model of traffic excitations on bridges is derived and found to conform to a uniformly modulated nonstationary process. The model reveals that traffic excitation on a bridge is intrinsically spatially correlated, with the exception of when a bridge carries a symmetric two-way traffic.
This study demonstrates that the parameters in this model, such as the Poisson arrival rate and the stochastic distribution of vehicle speeds, can be obtained by processing the traffic video images and employing standard statistical inference techniques. Partial traffic information expressed by this stochastic model is incorporated in a Bayesian framework to evaluate the structural properties and update their uncertainty for condition assessment of the bridge superstructure, while vehicle weights are also estimated simultaneously. The proposed procedure is validated on a monitored in-service highway bridge. It is shown that using the data of vibration measurements and video-based traffic monitoring, the probability distributions of the structural element properties ͑such as stiffness͒ can be updated to reduce the uncertainty and that the most probable values can serve as reliable indicators of structural integrity.
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Appendix I. Extended Campbell's Theorem for Filtered Poisson Processes
Consider two filtered Poisson processes X 1 ͑t͒ and X 2 ͑t͒, t ജ 0, driven by the same Poisson process but with different response functions, h 1 and h 2 , respectively, as in
where 1. ͓N v ͑t͒ , t ജ 0͔ϭPoisson process with mean rate ␥; 2. ͕Y m ͖ϭsequence of independent identically distributed random vectors and independent of ͓N v ͑t͒ , t ജ 0͔; for any m, Y m ϭvector containing multiple random variables with a given joint distribution; 3. h i ͑t , w , y͒ ͑i = 1 or 2͒ represents the system response at time t due to an event that occurs at time w, with a characteristic vector y. For a causal system, h i ͑t , w , y͒ = 0 for t Ͻ w. X i ͑t͒ is the total linear system response at time t, the sum of signals caused by all events in interval ͑0,t͔ that occur according to a Poisson process. The covariance of these two processes is 
͑25͒
To evaluate the conditional expectation in Eq. ͑25͒, we utilize the fact that ͕Y͖ and the Poisson process are independent
The first term on the right hand side of Eq. ͑26͒ can be evaluated in view of the following property of a Poisson process:
If N v ͑t͒ = k, the k time instants W n ͑n =1,2,¯, k͒ at which events occur, 0 Ͻ W 1 Ͻ W 2 Ͻ¯Ͻ W k Ͻ T, are random variables having the same distribution as if they were the ordered statistic corresponding to k independent random variables drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval ͑0,T͒.
Since the operation of sorting does not affect the expectation, therefore
Similarly, the second term on the right hand side of Eq. ͑26͒ can be evaluated as Again, the causality of h 1 and h 2 warrants the extension of the upper limit of integration to ϱ, as in Eq. ͑23͒. It is noted that throughout the derivations, Eq. ͑23͒ holds regardless of whether Y is a scalar or a vector. If Y is a vector, the only difference is in the evaluation of E Y ͓h 1 ͑t , , Y͒h 2 ͑s , , Y͔͒-one needs to take into account the joint distribution among components of Y. If they are independent, such as P and v in Eq. ͑6͒, the expected value can easily be obtained.
Appendix II. Computation of Probability Density Function in Bayesian Framework
To evaluate p͑Y 1,N ͉ ͒ efficiently, an approximation was introduced following Yuen et al. ͑2002͒ where N P = integer N P Ͻ N. The approximation p͑y k ͉ ; Y 1,k−1 ͒ Ϸ p͑y k ͉ ; Y k−N P ,k−1 ͒ is valid since information of the response earlier than N P ⌬T before step k is not helpful in estimating y k . It is suggested in Yuen et al. ͑2002͒ that N P ⌬T, the effective signal length after such truncation, shall be chosen no shorter than the fundamental period of the structure. Given the covariance matrix ⌺ 1:N P ,1:N P Y and assuming the Gaussian distribution, all terms in the right hand side of Eq. ͑34͒ can be evaluated. The first term is Note that evaluation of Eq. ͑10͒ through the approximation in Eq. ͑34͒, or specifically by Eqs. ͑35͒ and ͑38͒, involves inverting ͑N − N P +1͒ covariance matrices of dimension N o N P ϫ N o N P ; while directly evaluating Eqs. ͑10͒-͑13͒ shall involve inverting a N o N ϫ N o N covariance matrix. When N ӷ N P , the approximation is not only computationally more efficient, but also necessary for a computer with limited memory for matrix storage. In the application presented, N P = 50 while N = 300 for a segment of data of 3 s.
